A novel electric and magnetic field tunable microwave resonator with a yttrium iron garnet and barium strontium titanate layered structure is investigated. The measured characteristics at 3.6 GHz, corresponding to the proximity of magnetic and dielectric resonance modes, show a broadband electrical tunability. A tuning range of 1.5% of the central resonance frequency is obtained for nominal electric fields.
Introduction: It is well-known that ferrites are widely used to build various magnetic field tunable reciprocal and non-reciprocal microwave devices [1] . Ferroelectrics have also been investigated for similar electric field tunable devices [2] . A combination of low-loss ferrite and ferroelectric materials in a layered structure, however, provides the unique possibility of simultaneous magnetic and electric tuning of such devices [3] . A bilayer of epitaxial yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film and barium strontium titanite (BST) could, therefore, potentially form the basis for a variety of tunable microwave components and devices.
We recently reported on a dual tunable ferrite-ferroelectric microwave resonator [4] . The tunability was realised through application of an electric field E to the ferroelectric and a bias magnetic field H to the ferrite. A narrow electrical tuning range, of the order of 5-10 MHz, at 5 GHz was measured. The resonator in [4] consisted of a straight-edge thin-film YIG and a BST slab. We note that the BST slab, being an integral part of the bilayered resonator, did not possess the resonant properties owing to unfavourable dimensions.
In this Letter we present a microwave resonator with an order of magnitude improved electrical tunability, about 55 MHz at 3.65 GHz, that was achieved with the use of coupled resonators, namely a straightedge YIG-film magnetic resonator and a rectangular BST dielectric resonator.
Device design: The device was constructed in two steps. First, a straight-edge YIG film resonator was fabricated and characterised. The resonator was made from 7 mm-thick (111)-oriented YIG film grown on 500 mm-thick gadolinium gallium (GGG) substrate. Its inplane dimensions were chosen to be 0.5 by 1.5 mm in order to excite hybridised wave modes having the wave number that would allow efficient electrical tuning [5] . The measured resonance spectrum of the YIG film resonator exhibited several well-defined peaks. Similar to the work in [4] , all of them were identified as eigenmodes of a rectangular magnetostatic spin wave (MSW) straight-edge resonator.
Secondly, a rectangular BST resonator was fabricated and characterised. Through an electrodynamical analysis we derived a dispersion relation for TE wave in a dielectric layer. Using this dispersion relation we calculated the dimensions of the rectangular BST resonator. In doing so, we obtained the resonant frequencies in the chosen frequency range around 3650 MHz. The amplitude-frequency characteristic of the fabricated BST resonator was then measured, and the resonant modes were identified. For the specific design, which is described below, the main working ferroelectric mode was labelled as (032). This mode demonstrated a maximum quality factor.
Device construction and fabrication: Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the coupled resonator construction. To excite the ferrite-ferroelectric resonator a microstrip transmission line patterned on 3 mm-thick copper film deposited on alumina substrate was used. The YIG film straight-edge resonator was placed on the microstrip line, which was directed along its longer edge. The resonator was magnetised in its plane with a bias magnetic field H parallel to the microstrip line main axis.
The rectangular ferroelectric resonator with in-plane dimensions 3 Â 5 mm 2 was cut from 0.5BaTiO 3 -0.5SrTiO 3 ceramic layer of thickness 500 mm prepared from the carbonate and oxide precursors and annealed at 1400 C. Metal electrodes (see Fig. 1 ) were deposited on both sides of the ferroelectric resonator; the upper 3 mm-thick Cu by magnetron sputtering and the lower 50 nm-thick Cr by vacuum evaporation. The Cr thickness was smaller than the skin depth so that there was no attenuation of the microwave fields at the YIG film. The Cu and Cr electrodes were used to apply a voltage to tune the permittivity of BST. Experimental results: The dashed straight line in Fig. 2 shows the resonance frequency of the (032) ferroelectric mode in the absence of the ferrite film resonator. In accordance with the design ideas, the experiments demonstrated that the maximum frequency tuning was observed when the MSW eigenmode spectrum was situated near the frequency of this ferroelectric mode. In the case of the bilayer resonator, electromagnetic coupling among the MSW modes and the ferroelectric mode occurred. Therefore the resonance branches repulsed each other and became hybridised in the region of the frequency degeneration of the MSW eigenmodes and the ferroelectric mode. The degree of repulsion depended on the value of the bias magnetic field. The MSW resonant modes were situated between the repulsed ferroelectric resonances. They were labelled (015), (013), (011), (021) and (032) in accordance with their frequency positions measured for a free straight-edge YIG-film resonator, as described in [4] . 
